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Executive Overview 
 

greater risk for security breaches, internal incidents and overall loss. Whether the 
resulting investigations are for internal issues like sexual harassment or corporate policy 
violations, or for criminal issues like corporate espionage, fraud or identity theft, security 
analysts are faced with the task of sorting through the vast amounts of data that are 
passed back and forth through an information system.  Something as seemingly simple 
as tracking a potential incident can take hours of arduous searching.  Analysts often 
must manually decipher and monitor countless pieces of intricate data scattered within 
complex networks such as system logs, account records, network traffic anomalies and 
email communications.   
 
To make matters worse, many of the tools for viewing security and system logs are 
based on textual not visual data, which inherently makes information trails not only 
more difficult to detect, but harder to comprehend. 
 
This white paper addresses the purpose of data visualization tools, how visualization 
works, and how VANTOS, the leading provider of a comprehensive enterprise 
investigation management product, uses visualization to speed and simplify the analysis 
of data during an investigation.  The ability to present text-based data in graphical 
images reduces the time it takes for analysts to identify patterns and trends as they 
comb through mountains of evidence. 
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Why Data Visualization? 
 
The difficulty in detecting, dissecting and deciphering textual data has prompted many information 
technology software tools to incorporate data visualization tools into their products. Data visualization 
methods convey information in graphic images, using the visual elements of spacing and color, as well as 
the relative characteristics of that visual information, to make it easier to understand multivariate data. 
Data visualization transforms copious amounts of data into simple, streamlined and manageable visual 

 
 
The human mind is a highly effective, pattern-
processing capability makes it easier to understand large quantities of sequential events across time. 
Charts and graphs are examples of data visualization vehicles. Visualization principles were first defined 
and developed in the scientific and academic world. According to Yale University professor, Edward R. 
Tufte, data visualization can easily present large volumes of data, allow interactivity to explore the data, 
identify complex patterns visually, and make multivariate analysis simple.  
 
By using state-of-the-art security visualization tools, analysts can extend analytical processes, reduce 
errors and improve results, simply by reducing the time needed to decipher relevant from irrelevant data.  

al 
data by offering graphical images that convey features and identify patterns across an entire dataset.  
They utilize sequential, repetitive observation in order to present what has occurred or is occurring
relative to expected behavior.  
 
With non-visual text-based processes, analysts must sort through numerous unrelated, intertwined 
occurrences to locate the log entry that introduces the beginning of an event.  Furthermore, traditional use 
of text editors is taxing and tedious, often leading to errors in analysis or even neglect of the data 
altogether.  
 
Using Data Visualization to Enhance Human Computer Interaction 
Researchers have studied the aspects of human-computer interaction since the early 1980s. For 
example, Apple Computer emphasized the importance of visual interface design and to this day, we rely 

screen. By using a common visual metaphor, we have a consistent and understandable view to a 
complex system.  
 
Using visual representation and associating metaphors, analysts are empowered with the knowledge to 
understand events more quickly. By developing a good interactive interface, analysts can: 

 Organize and present multivariate data. 
 Determine relationships amongst the data. 
 Explore data in new ways. 
 Rearrange data to see it differently. 
 Filter out noise. 
 View specific data values. 
 Determine causal relationships. 
 Gain more understanding of the security implementation. 

 
Using common information representations, such as graphs, plots, tables, timelines, trees, maps, and 
other diagrams, the analyst can thoroughly understand data in a timely manner without having to dissect 
text-based information.  And with a computer-aided visualization framework, which is far more than just a 
series of static views, users can dynamically navigate and explore data. 
 
Inherent Visual Design of Data 
Today there are many applications that use data visualization to analyze and present data, but many are 
poorly designed and neglect the use of an intuitive structure. Rather than using meaningless but eye-
catching graphics that make the visual look crowded and chaotic, an ideal method follows the sage 
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advice of Edward R. Tufte that "Good design is clear thinking made visible," and uses simple, streamlined 
and direct visuals that focus on the content, rather than the design.  
 
Data itself determines its inherent visual structure. Organizing data into perceptible diagrams depends on 
the inherent structure of the data. For instance, data that provides connection-oriented information would 
be more intuitive when presented with connecting lines.  
 
Common Structures  
Data can be demonstrated in specific organizational views or models, based on how it interacts with the 
variables it contains.  
 
The following common models can satisfy most data visualizations: 
 
Linear  List plots, single-variable plots, histograms 

Tabular 

 

Multi-column list, table, multi-y plot, multi-variable 
plot 
 

Hierarchical 

 

Tree, cascaded list, tree table, tree map, directed 
graph 
 

Network (organic) 

 

Flowcharts, directional graph 

Source  The Basics of Information Graphics, Jenifer Tidwell 
 
The ideal solution utilizes a combination of these models to provide intuitive graphics that demonstrate 
relationships that would otherwise require more analysis time to discern.  
 
Consider a simplified example addressing cellular phone fraud. The graphic below uses both a spatial 
map and linear model.  Cell phone conversations contain both data attributes and content. If this 
information can be collected and stored in a database, an investigator could query multiple data elements 
and present them in a graphical representation that would model the connective nature of phone 
conversations. Many attributes of a telephone call, such as time of call, ID of the handset, duration of the 
call, and call destination could be displayed in the following way: 
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As one can see, a pattern has developed from phone A, which has made calls to phones B, C, D, and E. 
This is an over-simplified example, but it shows presentation of multivariate data using a visual 
expression. With a computer-aided visualization tool, analysts can click on a phone or perform a mouse-
over to reveal a small pop-up window of more information, which dynamically adds more dimensions to 
the graphic.   
 
Switching to another view can provide a different type of insight into the data as well.  The visualization 
below shows an augmented timeline view of the same data, after filtering down to the phones in question. 
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Analysts can leverage technology to toggle between a variety of viewpoints, and access multiple views 
that allow the data to be evaluated from various standpoints.  As a result, the analyst is able to draw 
conclusions and see potential relationships based on time, sequence and other variables.  
 
How Visualization Works 
 
Perception plays an important part in visualization. Good visualizations leverage human perception to 
help the user see more deeply into the data, while poor visualizations work against those perception 
abilities, either masking valuable information, or providing illusions of patterns where there are none.  
Following are some key principles on visualizations. 
   
Grouping and Alignment Laws  
According to Gestalt psychologists, the properties of layout are hardwired into our visual cortex. Several 
of these therapists have formulated their theories of visual grouping and alignment into a set of behavioral 
laws. Below are sets of examples of several of these laws, which show how our visual processes relate 
and interpret data elements that are grouped together.  
 
The Law of Similarity  Elements that have the same shape and color will be perceived as belonging 
together or part of the same form. 
 

 
 
The Law of Proximity  Users will associate visual elements that are close together, perceiving them as 
belonging with one another.  
 

 
 
Below is a practical example of this law that uses data from an intrusion detection system.  The 

- he same data set are 
compared against other items in the same data set (on opposing axis) and are marked with a white dot 
when they are similar.  The apparent blocks in this image indicate nearby similar events. 
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The Law of Continuity   see continuous lines and curves formed by the alignment of 
smaller elements showing predictability or simplicity. 
 

 
 
The diagonal lines actually indicate that the intrusion detection system (IDS) alerts are being generated in 
a repeating sequence by a small set of hosts.  The waviness of the lines indicates a small randomization 
factor, which could be enough to mask this pattern from automatic tools. 
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The Law of Closure  
information or are not completely formed.  
 

 
 
The Law of Symmetry
together, often with large distances between them.  Notice how the yellow shapes seem to work together 
and bracket the other shapes in the image. 

 
--- When we notice several objects traveling in the same direction, we tend 

to group them together.   
 
Gestalt laws continue to be an important role in current design and human-computer interaction research. 
F -  states that elements in a visual scene are first 
grouped according to Gestalt principles like those above.  As a result, further attentional resources can be 
allocated to particular visual elements.  The Law of Similarity and Law of Proximity (above) can, for 

specific grouping. 
 
Easy Detection through Preattentive Perception 
Preattentive perception is t
toward those properties. By utilizing tools that leverage preattentive features, analysts can perform visual 
tasks such as grouping data; event detection with a unique or common characteristic; and estimation of a 
certain number of values with both speed and accuracy. 
 
Below is an example of a preattentive element. The phenomenon enables visual identification in a very 
short timeframe (on average between 200 and 250 milliseconds or less), since it occurs without the 
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capabilities to alert the analyst toward a specific property, thereby circumventing the need to concentrate 
on searching through every item of data to find interesting results.  
 

 
 
Preattentive processing has profound implications for visual analysis. By varying elements using color, 
size, or another preattentive variable, an analyst can differentiate classes or specific dimensions of data, 
quickly, easily and accurately.  
 
Using Encoding to Categorize and Communicate Relationships 
When plotting multidimensional data, it is optimal to use several different visual elements to encode the 
data in a visual expression. By encoding preattentive variables in a visual expression, a concept known 

background. This technique is an effective way of segmenting, categorizing, or communicating 
relationships in a single view.  
 
In the following visual expression, three data types are layered onto one view. 
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By using technologies that present visual concepts and leverage the human capability to identify 
differences and similarities, analysts get an incredible pairing of ideas that provides a clear understanding 
of unstructured data. The coupling of a strong information security framework with the visual encoding of 

 
 
How VANTOS Uses Visualization To Analyze Data  
 
VANTOS, the leading provider of a comprehensive enterprise investigation management product, utilizes 
cutting edge technology to automatically fulfill each step in the process of collecting, parsing, scaling, 
normalizing and presenting data in the most simplified, easy-to-access way.  In the VANTOS V-Flexim 
product, data is not only gathered and prepared for presentation, but it is also presented in a way that 
saves countless hours of work while increasing accuracy.  VANTOS makes important investigation data 
clearly visible and causal relationships easily distinguishable with less effort than before.  
 
Processing Data for Visual Analysis 
Processing data to construct visual representations requires methodologies that collect, parse, scale, and 
normalize raw data from system logs that are disparate collections of data which are specific to a variety 
of applications and operating systems. In order to do so, VANTOS utilizes data warehousing, a 
technology that correlates unstructured data and provides a framework for the storage and processing of 
various data types and structures. For security-related visual analytics, it is optimal to utilize a repository 
that can store and retrieve unstructured data. Unstructured examples of data follow: 
 
Real-time and Log Data 
The target data types needed for visual analysis in a real-time or forensic analysis are real-time traffic and 
log event data. The issue is that real-time traffic collection provides sequential data streams that are often 
plagued with configuration errors and unwanted data, all residing in legitimate traffic flow. Similarly, 
system log events are based on log captures from network and host systems that include firewalls, 
routers, intrusion detection systems, desktop PCs and servers. VANTOS automatically parses and stores 
large files that are normally reviewed manually line-by-line to establish what, when, and how an event or 
incident occurred.  
 
Data Store 
The data store is a database or flat-file repository that a visualization system uses to query and/or store 
analysis data. Capturing network and host data, along with any content, can quickly overwhelm the data 
store, causing performance-related issues.  The VANTOS data storage system utilizes a secure computer 
system which can specify different levels of user access to the data store, depending on what data is 
needed by each analyst. It also provides sufficient data capacity and incorporates a plan for how long 
data will be stored. It is then up to the analysts to set benchmark and performance targets for the storage 
system.   
 
Data Heterogeneity 
VANTOS offers control in the process of managing data heterogeneity.  Information security analysts 
typically work with a variety of data stores, each of which may contain valuable information for ensuring 
security.  When incidents occur, the relevant data is scattered across several data stores, and the analyst 
must be able to piece it together.    Each of these data stores can store similar data in different formats, 
different units, and may store different aspects of the same data.   For example, an individual named 

may produce times in the form 200707201530 (in UTC), where another may produce the same time in the 
form 7:30 P.M., where the date and time zone are implicit from other information. 
 
The industry has seen a recent push for pre-normalizing all data, and placing it into a single data store.  

-to-
- he data in advance, and place it all in a single store, and 

in a single format.   Pre-normalization tools parse all data and translate it into matching forms before 
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storing it.   This can work fairly well in cases where the data sources all store roughly the same kind of 
data, and the format differences can be adjusted algorithmically (such as differing time formats and time 
zones).   In some cases, pre-normalization can place the data in forms that are syntactically the same, 
but are semantically different.  For example, it may normalize John Rene Smith from the different sources 

still encounter heterogeneity.  Worse yet, pre-normalization can incorrectly interpret the data, and render 
it unusable, and since it can destroy the original data, there is a possible risk of discarding critical data 

 
 

n-
data to be normalized only when needed, and only as much as needed.  This approach allows the analyst 
to dynamically adjust the normalization parameters using knowledge that may not have been available 
when the data was stored, and ensures that original data is not destroyed.  This approach might require 
only a small amount of additional metadata to assist in translation (e.g. time zone and date format 
information).   
 
Visualization of Security-Related Logs and Events 

relationships that are causal in nature. These methods enable the analyst to visually inspect large 
quantities of sequential events across time and location.  
 
Threat-based Visualization 
To gain an understanding of threat-based data, and how it can be visualized, we must define the terms of 
an event, or rather a threat-based event. A threat event can be any occurrence of network or system 
behavior that qualifies as a policy violation. In the realm of information security, a threat event is 
determined by the analysis of text-based security logs. Additionally, events can occur unnoticed, hidden 
among the huge volumes of network and system logs.  VANTOS utilizes threat-based visualization to 
highlight data that may otherwise go undetected by the analyst.  
 
 
Risk Visualization 
Combine a threat and vulnerability, and the result could be a security breach. Obviously, preventing or 
mitigating a security breach requires more than understanding that a threat exists. The security analyst 
needs to gather data that leads to information about the threat. If vulnerability exists, that threat can bring 
about a level of risk.  Often, this is a time-consuming process that may or may not lead to the successful 
analysis of security threats and incidents that precedes a call to action. VANTOS risk visualization 
shortens the time to action by enabling analysts with a communication tool that clearly expresses the 
components of a known risk. By adding this dimension to existing data, risk can be determined instantly 
and effectively communicated to security personnel. 
 
 
Causal Analysis and Visualization 
Strong prevention and intervention requires accuracy and speed. While it is important to visualize data in 
its natural context, it is also important to view only the data in question. There are many ways to filter 
pertinent data. In the example of an intrusion detection system, network data can be selected based on a 
match against rules or signatures, but this has traditionally been time consuming and ineffective against 
unknown activity.  
 
By using causal analysis, VANTOS presents data on the basis of whether two or more events are related. 
Additionally, the VANTOS system positions the relationship to take into account the significance of the 
causal relationship. In order to present a causal relationship to the analyst, the system establishes an 

events 
are tracked and categorized as a causally related or causally independent. This, in turn, provides a causal 
map that illustrates visual cues allowing the analyst to focus on behaviors of interest.  
 

unique benefits: 
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 A significant reduction in false negatives and false positives. 
 A visual real-time view of the progression an attack takes. 
  
 The ability to pinpoint the systems affected by an attack. 
  

 
Causal Threat Visualization Technology 
In causal event visualization, events appear as causal chains, which are a grouping of suspicious events. 
Instead of simply displaying a list of events that have been detected, VANTOS provides a much more 
efficient representation of events and how the events are causally related. Each chain consists of one or 
more icons which represent the different events and arrows which represent the causal relationship 
between the events. These are determined by causal threat visualization technology. Each horizontal line 
in the chain view represents a single host. The horizontal axis represents time. The ordering of the events 
in time is preserved from left to right, but the chain does not have a constant time axis. The time between 
any two adjacent events can range from almost zero to days or weeks.   
 
To visually analyze causal events, the system displays visual representations of causal related events. 
The following set of visual expressions represent typical threat data. 
 
Fan-Out 
A fan-out pattern displays the causal relationship of one-to-many events. Here a single element has a 
causal affect on several data elements, or hosts in this case. Visually, this pattern is preattentive in nature 
and can be immediately identified by simply browsing the timeline. 

 
 
Fan-In 
A fan-in pattern represents a many-to-one causal relationship. Again, this preattentive pattern can be 
easily recognized. This pattern could mean that a series of ho
that communicated with them.  
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Linear 
A linear pattern represents a cascading relationship across multiple data elements. For a port scan, each 
event must be between the same two hosts, and the scanning host must use at least one different port 
each time. This can be display as the following linear chain. 

 
 
Ping Pong  
This pattern can indicate that two hosts are propagating information back and forth in a fashion that has 
not been observed before.  For example, two hosts communicating an unexpected protocol. 

 
 
Diagonal  
A diagonal line can mean propagation of information to a series of hosts. 
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Speeding data analysis in complex investigations 
 
As businesses investigate criminal activity or employee misconduct, their manual processes pose 
inherent limitations that can result in costly losses and delays.  Even when technology is applied, the 
tendency to use text-
decipher information. While human processes are still needed to evaluate data, companies are in dire 
need of technology that takes advantage of natural human cognitive processes to speed analysis along.    
 
VANTOS offers just such a technology product.  The company has made robust visualization tools one of 
the core features of its comprehensive enterprise investigation management product. Visualization tools 
such as those provided by VANTOS V-Flexim 
textual data. Data visualization allows analysts to easily notice unusual patterns and trends in disparate 
data sets  without the time, expense and inaccuracy of manual efforts. 
 
By using state-of-the-art security data visualization tools, analysts can extend analytical processes, 
reduce errors and improve results.  Reducing the time needed to review and analyze data allows security 
analysts to finish their work in significantly less time.   
 
About VANTOS, Inc. 
 
VANTOS is the leader in the Enterprise Investigation Management market. The VANTOS V-Flexim 
product reduces the time, cost and risk of managing enterprise investigations.  With the rapid acceptance 
of V-Flexim, VANTOS is revolutionizing the way companies manage the rising volume, variety and 
complexity of their investigations.  For additional information, visit www.vantos.com. 
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